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The meetin~ was called to order at 3.25 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEHS 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 

47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 (continued) 

Mr. ERNEMANN (Belgium) (interprete.tion from French): Spealdnc; 

fron the rostrum at the thirty-second rec;ular session of the General Assembly, 

the l-linister for Foreign Affairs of Belc;ium, lir. Si:nonet, devoted the bulk 

of his statement to disarmament questions and, in particular, to ycc:ti::Ls of 

non~proliferation. 

I shall confine myself to explaininc; here the main questions to 1-Thich 

my Government attaches particular importance i-lithin the fr8ll1e\oJOrk of the 

Committee's Hark. 

The question of disarmament is, more than most others, a paradoxical one. 

On -::.~lC one hand, the arms race has been developinG Ppeedil:" in -c:~, ~Tr>lr:_':_-

and conventional fields. Spreading by degrees, it has gradually come to affect 

all parts of the world, including those which had hitherto been spared from it. 

But, on the other hand; thel'e c.:c"e also enc::m:cac;in.~~ s i:.:cns · 'Ihe magnitude cf the 

problems and the dangers which threaten all :,12nl:iml h,:·_ve hc.d the effect of 

making people collectively more aware of the situation than they had been 

in the past. Similarly, there seems to be a more definite nolitical will 

abroad than ever befol"e. 

Detente has become established ln East~\Test relations. I·Jhat -vre must do noH 

is to consolidate and broaden this process) 1rt1ich is still too limited. 

Negotiations on disarmament have rarely been so intense. The convening of a 

special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament is the most 

sie;nificant element in -vrhat I would describe as a new state of mind. Thus, 

it c.]nnot ~)e denied that; c.lthouc;h the arms l"ace l '12 L1tr::nsified) nevert~1eless 

disillusionment. 
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The determination to ;;,:"hi eve progress vhich Belgium seems to discern in the 

world should be based above all on constructiVE realism. Thus, in the 1vords of 

my Foreign Minister in the General Assembly, 
11 

••• the disproportion behreen the enormity of the task and the 

paucity of results should not mal;:e us pessimistic .•• 11 (A/)2/PV.7u_·_37) 

He must avoid both the trap of cynical negativism and that of sterile 

maxi mali sm. 

General and complete disarmament can onl;-/ be a remote ~:;oal. In a l·rorld 

still largely dominated by competing interests, struc;gles for influence and 

ideological conflicts, security is as much a legitimate and paramount need as 

social and economic development, for 1vhich it is an essential condition. 

General and complete disarmament uill be brought about only en the day 

uhen the nations of the uorld truly feel themselves united by a common destiny. 

Ue have to concede that the international scene has not yet yielded any 

evidence to us of such an ideal situation despite the interdependence 1rhich is 

becoming daily more apparent throughout the l·rorld. 

Security can exist at different levels of armaments. The highest 

level does not necessarily mean stronger security. On the contrary, the 

race to maintain equilibrium can at any moment give rise to destabilizing 

factors. If it is tal<:en to extremes, it can only serve to aggravate the 

risk for mankind as a ~-Thole_, and must in any case lead to the economic 

exhaustion of the protagonists. The beginning of disarmament lies in 

hal tint:£ the arms race, particularly for the most deadly 1-reapons. But apart from 

this general priority, defence constitutes a single 1rhole. The final 

elimination of vreapons of mass destruction can be conceived only in the light 

of a substantial reduction of conventional ueapons, in a proportion to be 

defined according to the regions concerned, and beginning, here again, 1vi th the 

most pmrerful arsenals. 

Belgium therefore believes that the question of haltinG; the arms race in 

conventional 1veapons is something vhich should be faced here and nmr. The 

unprecedented development of arsenals of conventional ueapons uill in the end 
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become an obstacle to nuclear disarmament. General and complete disarnw.ment, 

if it can be conter11plated only in terms of sta:::;es, is nevertheless a 

continuous and global process. It should aim at the gradual and balanced 

reduction of all arma111ents \vhile at the same ti!Yl_e providing an undhlinished 

dec;ree of securit~r for each and every nation. 
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The Belgian Government is pleased -vrith the encour8ci,J('; devel,,pM::f1-G.s v}li, h howe 

these negotiations -vrhich are in progress uill be concluded without delay. 

l'iY Government also trusts that the trilateral negotiations on the halting 

of all nuclear tests vrill rapidly give rise to agreement on a general and 

final cessation of all tests. That "lvill constitute a decisive step in the 

disarmament process, even if initially the agreement were to be limited only 

to the three ·r~:ent p8rticipnnts ln the neJotint~ons. Tbnt is nn 2ssentinl 

measure, Hithout uhich any policy of non-proliferation could l::p onlv 

illusory. 

llf Government is also gratified at the resumption of negotiations on the 

prohibition of chemical 1-reapons, and we hope that a treaty will be concluded 

at the level of the international community ~ ~ r:> 1rhole. 

It has been said that disarmament is a continuous and universal process 

and that developments in this process affect the security and future of every 

State and every part of the uorld. : 'hile 1:e do not uish to deny that t~'e great 

Po-vrers have special responsibilities because their military power alone is 

liable to determine J :Lor better or for 1vorse; the future of the world, disarmament 

is something which fall,s 2lso w·ithin the daily responsibility of all States 

at their mm respective levels and Hi tlcin their rec;ional context. 

Thus Belgium, together >vith its partners, embarked on the 

ViennP ne,~otintin.c=: nr, fnrce reductions in centr2l E-urope. Of course; n·ore than 

four years of negotiations have produced no result so far, but my country 

intends to continue this exercise in the conviction that it must be possible to 

find a solution acceptable to all interested parties, a solution which 1vould 

strengthen confidence and stability in a reg.i.oE F~lere tlle stoc lo 

of accumul2ted C'rman1ents is without equal elseu~·,ere in t11c-• "c:Jrld. 

But vhat goes for one region does not necessarily go for ot1ler.s. Conditions 

vary; AS dr'l the neP.sures vbich WRY 1Je contemplatec. EAch Si~f'lte should 

nevertheless ponder the possibilities offered by the regional approach in the 

light of the situation in ~Vhich it finds itself, and on the understanding that 

in the final analysis each State individually will have to determine the conditions 

necessary for its mm security. Hy country has already had occasion to set forth 
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its Vlcvs oll rc[;iom:,l c1isnrr·tanent. It is ce:cto inly r,ot o E:atter of substitutin::; :::1 

see it, botll approaches are necessary and they COlilplem.ent one another. Certain 

ltleasures c8.n only be concei vecl of at the c;lobal level, such as those uhich concern 

uecc!Jons uf ElaSS destruction. Others, houcver, can be a:ppliecl. immediately at 

the :recionol level, vhether ce measures of reduction, control, stabilization 

or, quh;e siLlpl;y, preY·Jt i ti ve measures or those desic:ned to increase confidence. 

Hithout recolilmencUnG out of hand any particular type of 1neasure for a civen 

rec:ion - after cell, it is for the States of the rec;ion concerned to do so - we 

11mst reco.:_::nize tlmt it is often easier to identify the complex problems of 

disar",1m1ent uith all their implications, uhether nuclear or conventional, 

3.t the lc:vel of cc :rcc;ion or at the level of a c;roup of States. 

i!y cl.elec;o:cion uill of course have occasion to revert durinc; this session to 

the question of the rec;ional approach, to uhich it attaches c;reat importance. 

: iuch has already been said and for n18ny years nmr P~bout the lilll· betl'leen 

cJisarmament and development. lTou the question tends to be put in fresh terms. 

~ssenti<::•.lly doElinated in the past by the vicissitudes of the relations betueen 

~ast and Hc:st, the arms race must nc·IT also be vie11ed io its economic di1rensions and 

in relation to the need for a ,just anc'c humane uorld order. Hou could it be 

othenrise \·Then the report of the Secretary-(::Ccn "~·~tl on the effects of the arms 

race shous that J;Jilitary expenditures lnv· '· .11 up 2n amount of money so faHiliar 

to all of us? The vccst amount andJ even more, the cunstant gro11tll of tllat figure j 

points to the slze of the problem lve have to solve, at a time vhen elementary 

cconoiJ1ic and socinl needs continue to remain unsatisfied in the developinc; 

col.mtries and also, for vo.rious reasons, in each of our countries. 

'l'o a c;rouinc; extent Governments, includinc; those of the richest countries, 

are faced uith a c~ifficult economic choice in the allocation of resources, v·rhich 

are inherently limited. States take the rand of ensuring national security 

at the expense of development proc;ranunes, particula,rly in the econonlic and social 

fields. Perhaps that fact more than any other has helped to brine; about this 

aual~enint:~ that I have n~entioned, but vre should be careful 8bout 

maldnc; any clocpatic statements. If disarmament can contribute, to an extent vrhich 
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remains to be verified in the initial phase, to the relea.sing of resources -vrhich 

could be made available for other purposes, there is not, a priori, any automatic 

lnl\: between disarmament and the increase of assistance for development. My country 

is convinced that the armament effort it has consented to mal<:.e meets a need vhich 

cannot be considered to u-:; superfluous, because it is a matter 1-rhich affects its 

security. On the one hcmd, -vre subscribe to the ideG of a balanced and controlled 

reduction in milit8ry budgets in circumstance:::; uhich guarantee us an undiminished 

level of security. On the other hand, on the development level, uithout 

establishing any link betveen it and disarmament, ItlY country intends to 8bide by its 

commitments and, if pos.sible, to increase its assistance in the light of the 

resources av8ilable to it. 

Belgium is ple8,sed that a special session of the Genen=<l As.-;embly devoted to 

disarman:ent is to be convened. He shall continue to participate actively in the 

preparation for that meeting, 1-rhich l·re consider to be a fundamental milestone in 

the road to controlled, general and complete disBrmament. But that session must 

bring together all the important military Pouers, starting vri th the nuclear Povrers. 

Belgium sees the special se.ssion of the General Assembly not only as an 

opportunity to inject a ne1·r spirit into the negotiations on disarmament, but above 

all as a means of adopting and giving effect in the short- and mediua-term, to 

specific, realistic and constructive rr.easures. 

The special session of the General Assembly should also deal vith the 

structure of the negotiating instruments. In this area, the international community 

should be guided by a desire for effecti vene.ss and fair representation. In this 

instance, the primary condition of effectiveness is to ensure significant and 

balanced representation. The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) 

therefore can only play a part uhen its structure h8s been adapted in such a 1ray 

as to mal-;:e possible the rarticipation, at the very least, n: all the nuclear 

military States. 
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Last year, the BelBian representative's statement in this Committee 

did betray some signs of concern. \!e stressed the need to seek fresh 

momentum, vrhich alone could make possible a halt in the trend, uhich had 

alrnost become automatic, tmrards an increase in irorld armaments, !Iy 

Government notes that today there seems to be a nmch ~re:',_te.:c' 

auareness of those :problc;ms in the international cr::rr!0_uity as a \·Thole. 

I have pointed to a number of encouraging signs, but so far they 

represent only potential progress. It is up to each of our Governments 

S]Jecific measuxes that vill c:cm:=ti tute dit'tinc t stage:= along the lor,g 

read tG disarmmceni: .. 

Hr. ABDEL RAH!1AN (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic): 

Since this is the first time I have spoken in this Committee, I am happy to 

congratulate the Chairman on his election tc' the chairn,anship of thi2 

iwportant Corumi ttee. ";s an African; I must S2'/ I elL proud to see a 

distinguished African guiding the Committee 1 s proceedings. 

I am also happy to conr;ratulate the hm Vice~Chairmen and the Tiapporteur 

and to wish all the officers of the Committee every success in the 

accomplishraent of their duties. 

Casting a quick glance at the agenda before us, ue see hou serious cere 

the dangers threatening our world, because despite the successes of the 

United Nations in the last 32 years, especially in respect of the preservation 

of peace and security, there are still many unsolved problems. 

not hestitate to say that one of the 1wst important of those problems is 

disarmE,ment, ui th all its economic and social C0 11seyuences and 

repercussions and its possible harmful effects. 

The questions I have mentioned have been discussed year after year for 

a very lone; time, and they occupy an increasin~:;ly importrn1t place in the 1-rork 

of the General Assembly. But to our regret no uaterial progress has lJeen 

achieved since last year, when delegations spoke in this Committee. ·He are, 

however, among those dele[Sations which feel that the time has come to take 

firm measures to eliminate this inCl·easing danBer. 'de feel that thi2 sPssion 
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should, rr.ore than any past session, contribute to the specific solution of 

disarmament problems. ·~:re C(JUld say that today there is a greater awareness of 

the fact that detente and not confrontation is the means of solvin~ 

international problems. At the same time, \•Te must say that all the peOl)~F:s 

IIOrld feel it is necessary to end the arms race. That has, ln fact, become 

their main preoccupation. In the introduction to his annual report on the 

work of the Organization, the Secretary-General says: 

-" I_!_J the 

,; ... the United Nations cannot hope to function effectively on the basis of 

the Charter unless there is major progress in the field of disarmament. 

Hithout such p:r:ogress vrorld order based on collective responsibility and 

international confidence cannot come into being .. in an environment 

dominated by the international arms race, military and strategic 

considerations tend to shape the over-~all relations between States, affecting 

all other relations and transactions and disturbing the economy. 11 

(A/32/l, p. 12) 

For its part, Sudan has ahrays felt that the arms race and the res1_1ltin~s 

balance "f terror represents a regrettable state of affairs, vrhich is 1vhy ve 

oppose it most strongly. The time has come to put an end to the arms race, 

because, apart from its inherent dangers, it u.bsorlJs vast r-c;;c;ources: 

since annual military e:;;pendi tures exceed $350 billic:n: uhich 

imposes an abnormal burden on the 1vorlc1. eccnony. 

In his statement in the General Assembly a fe"I·T days ac;o, the Vice Hinister for 

Foreign Affairs of the I'ecocratic Republic of Sudan stated that the untrid.led 

race to manufacture and stocl:pile deadly vieapous is an i"t:;Jortant 

factor of tension in the 1-rorld today. The develo:;Jing countr::.es note 

with regret that the great Powers are spending enormous sums on the arms race. 

In fact, arms produced last year cost more than ;0300 billion, \Thile million~' 

of hwnan beings in the developing countries are (c::jx,sed to disease, hune;er 

and death. It is therefore only no.tur2l that as a developinc; country ue should 

emphasize the importance of agenda item L~3 , which relates to the economic 

reper2u.ssions of the arms race and its harmful effects upon world peace and 

security. 

The question of disarmament and its relationship to economic development 

is cc:.i.nc; cunsiderecl by virtue of General AssettllJly resolution 2602 (XXIV)) 
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uhich, inter alia, recommends that consideration be given to ~2h&nnelling the 

resources freed by measures in the field of disarmament to promote the economic 

development of the developinG countries. Time has passed, and those reductions 

have not been made. In fact, military expenditures are increasing steadily, vrhile 

millions of human beings suffer hunger and are deprived of the most elementary 

means of existence. 

Despite our limited resources ~ although of course ve still have unexploited 

resources ~ 1-re do everything in our pouer to improve the living standards of our 

people and to develop economically. 
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Our statement may seelY_ scmewhat contradi.ctory i.f read i.n conjuncti.on with 

the report of the Secretary-General i.n docurr.ent A/31/1, where i.t i.s stated that 

for several years annual world mi.litary expenditures have been about 

$300 billion, whereas the World Health Organi.zati.on (WHO) has spent a very small 

sum to eradicate smallpox i.n the world - a sum insuffi.cient to buy one modern 

supersonic bomber. The WHO programme has not been carried out in ceTtain aTe as 

because of lack of funds. It i.s only natural that we should hope for 

dis armament, vlh ich would release the necessary resources for economic development, 

thus guaranteeing to all peoples a better life while reducing the dangers 

threatening the world as a result of the accumulation of weapons \...f mass 

destruction. 

I must say that we have taken note with satisfaction of the working paper 

submitted by Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, which contains a proposal for 

an in-depth study of the economic and social effects of the aTms race and 

should be studied in depth. He are convinced that the international community 

will be unable to establish a new woTld economic order so long as the enormous 

sums allocated to weaponry are not devoted to development purposes in the v1orld 

and especially in the developing countries. 

My delegation therefore asks that priority be given to the question of 

disaTmament. While we await the achievement of general and complete 

disarmament it is necessary to proceed urgently to nuclear disaTmament, which is 

the responsibility of all countries and particularly of the nuclear countries, 

which are all members of the Security Council. President Carter, speaking in 

the General Assembly at the beginning of October, gave us reason for optimism 

when he declared that his country was ready to reduce i.ts stocks of nuclear 

weapons by 10, 20 or even 50 per cent. Mr. Gromyko, the Foreign Minister of 

the Soviet Union, for his part, declared in the GeneTal Assembly that his 

countTy was prepared to discuss all nuclear disarmament questions seriously and 

in a busi.ness-like way. 

I might refer here to the press reports concerning the statement made by 

Mr. BTezhnev on the occasi.on of the sixtieth anniversary of the October 

Revolution that there is a growing trend in h i.s country to accede to a treaty 

banning all nucleaT-weapon tests. We are also gratified at the trend to impose 
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a limit on strategic weapons within the framework of SALT. We are also happy with 

the tripartite negotiations - with the participation of the United Kingdom -

concerning the conclusion of a nuclear treaty. 

We hope that these bilateral and trilateral negotiations will be successful, 

but we believe that there must be mutual confidence if they are to succeed. 

In addition, we expect a great deal from the special session on disarmament next 

spring. My country has the honour of being a member of the Preparatory 

Committee for that session. We are happy to state that we are prepared to spare 

no effort to ensure the success of the special session because we feel that it 

will pave the way for the convening of a world disarmament conference. 

I should like now to touch on another question which is of great importance 

to us in Africa and in the Arab world. I am referring to the creation of 

nuclear-free zones. My country shares the concern of the neighbouring countrie8 

of the Middle East and Africa. We feel that plots against the region are being 

hatched from the north of the Mediterranean to the Cape, because of the existence 

of two rac'_st States which co-operate with each other and are racing against 

time to establish a ring of terror through the threat of the use of nuclear 

weapons. ::t is natural that the interests of international zionism, represented 

by Israel, should be similar to the interests of the apartheid regime in South 

Africa. These two regimes co-operate closely in carrying out their expansionist 

racist des'.gns at the expense of the Arab world. 

From i.his rostrum we ask for the elimination of hot-beds of tension irt the 

world and (~Specially those represented by the existence of the rae ist regi.mes 

in Scuth M'ri.ca and in occupied Palestine. We know that in the legitimate 

defence of their security the African and Arab States are compelled to spend 

enormous s1ws which they could devote to development. The situati.on has been 

changing rhpidly and Israel and South Africa now have the possibility of expanding 

their mili1;ary industry and increasing their production of conventional, nuclear 

and bacter·i.ological weapons as well as other means of mass destruction. 
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We support the idea of creating nuclear-free zones and that is why we have 

asked that Africa be transformed into such a zone. Fortunately, many countries 

have gone along with us in this idea. The racist Vorster regime in South Africa 

is about to acquire a nuclear capability. This create~ a very alarming situation 

which the United Nations should keep very much in mind. We want Africa to remain 

a nuclear-free zone and therefore we shall never agree that any State - and 

especially a racist regime - should acquire atomic or nuclear weaponG. 

We ask that all countries remain vigilant about South Africa's plans. The 

necessary countermeasures must be taken within the United Nations and elsewhere, 

in all other international bodies. In our view the Western countries must cease 

co-operating with South Africa, must submit their nuclear plans and programmes 

to the General Assembly, and must conform to the safeguards of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency. We do not want the Middle East to become the prey of 

nuclear States. Israel i.n any event refuses to s i.gn the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

and this keeps our region i.n constant danger. We request that the Indian Ocean 

and southern Asia be declared zones of peace free of nuclear weapons. 

I should like to refer briefly to the questions of the prohibition of the 

modification of the environment and the use of chemical and incendiary weapons. 

The prohibition of the use of environmental modification techniques is one of 

the accomplishments of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. As for 

chemical weapons, we hope that the efforts of the two big Fowers will be 

crowned by success and that a treaty will be concluded prohibiting the use 

of such weapons. I do not wish to dwell on this question because what I could 

say has already been said by other delegations. Suffice it to say that all 

countries should become fully aware of the risks to which mankind is exposed 

and should set aside their personal interests and serve the cause of mankind, 

as is done by all peace-loving countries, through their adherence to the 

principle of disarmament. 
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Mr. AN':JAR SANI (Indonesia): Mr. Chairman, allow me to join 

previous speakers in extending to Ambassador Beaten, to you and to the 

other officers of the Committee the sincere congratulations of my 

delegation on your and their election to guide the work of this Committee. 

My delegation would lD:e to express its conviction that under the 

experienced leadership of the Chairman, and with the assistance of the 

other officers of the Committee, we shall be able to perform the tasks 

assigned to us smoothly and successfully. 

Our Secretary-Gene:cal, 11hen describing the present 

situation of disarmament, said in his foreword to the United Nations 

Disarmament Yearbook of 1976, dated August 1977: 
11 0ver the years a number of international arms-control and 

disarmament agreements have been concluded but, despite their 

importance, they have not brought about a cessation of the 

arms race, nor have they led to progress towards real disarmo.ment 

under effective international control. The world still bears 

the burden and the dangers inherent in a massive and growing 

arms race. Nuclear weapons capable of destroying the world 

many times over continue to be stockpiled, and their 

performance is constantly being refined. There is 

continuous accumulation of conventional weapons of ever-increasing 

sophistication. Under these circumstances, the maintenance of 

international peace and security, even the very survival of 

mo.nkind) is in jeopardy". (p. iii) 

My d~legation fully agrees with that evaluation by the Secretary-General. 

Indeed, no one can fail to observe that the arms race is 

continuing unabated. As a result, militar,y expenditures have tripled 

during the past few years and are rapidly approaching the ;;4oo billion 

mark annually, certainly dwarfing the amount made available for development 

assistance. Even more frightening is the manner in which the vertical 

arms race is developing. New weapons and weapon systems of increasing 

sophistication and destructive capability are being developed. This constant 

and intensified arms build-up cannot but arouse global concern, not only 
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because of the danger inherent in it and the destabilizing effect it 

has on current disarmament efforts, but also because it hampers economic 

development, particularly in the developing countries, by diverting 

enerey and resources which could otherwise be used towards meeting 

more urgent and basic human needs. 

There is clearly a need for greater and faster progress lest the 

world fall behind in a race it simply cannot afford to lose. Feelings of 

frustration and seemingly insurmountable difficulties now surround 

disarmament. Nevertheless, vle remain hopeful that the international 

community, now more than ever, will be prepared to make all-out efforts 

not only to agree on some lofty formulations of principles on disarmament, 

but to take concrete actions to implement them. My delegation is very 

much concerned about the success of disarmament efforts, and we cling to 

any glimmer of hope and any indication of progress even if all too often 

those hopes and indications fail to be translated int~ real progress. 

Some recent developments have again rekindled the hopes of the world 

community. Among them is the decision of the General Assembly last year 

to convene a special session devoted to disarmament in 1978. 

lle hope that the session -vrill create the necessary momentum tovra.rds 

concrete disarmament measures. There is also a certain raeri t in the 

pronouncements made recently by the tuo major nuclear Pouers 

indicating that significant arms agreements ~)etueen them ma.y uell be 

at hand. 

The problem is now hovr to turn these positive developments into what 

is called by the Secretary-General "a turning point in tbe effort to put 

an end to the arms race and •.• begin the move tcmards l"ee.l 2nd su.l)stantic.l 

disarmament". (~.) 

Let me now touch upon some aspects which the international community 

is ~urrently facing in its efforts to achieve disarmament. Priority 

goes to the two aspects of nuclear disarmament: first, to put a halt to 

the nuclear arms race between the nuclear Powers, and second, to prevent 

the further spread of nuclear w·eapons to States not yet possessing them. 

Contrary to the experience of the past few years in regard to the two aspects 
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of nuclear disarmament, some hopeful signs are now appearing on the 

horizon. The negotiations between the two major Powers on the limitation 

of strategic arms, which have been stalled for some time, novr appear to have 

made some headway. He hope that an agreement between the two major 

Pouers on the limitation of strategic nuclear weapons is, as President Carter 

told the General Assembly, now indeed "within sight11 (A/32/PV.lB, p. 6). 
Some positive developments have also presented themselves recently on 

another aspect of halting the vertical proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

In this regard mention must first of all be made of the new initiatives 

taken by the tvro major nuclear Powers in this area. Most helpful also 

was the flexible approach demonstrated by the Soviet Union during the 

recent talks of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) in 

Geneva regarding the complicated and long-standing problem of verification. 

Although other related issues are yet to be solved, we hope that this 

p:;:opitious moment will be seized so as to bring us one step nearer to 

the achievement of the goal of a comprehensive test ban. Another 

development of great importance is the decision of the USSR, the 

United Kingdom and the United States temporarily to suspend underground 

nuclear-weapon tests without waiting for other nuclear Pow·ers to accede 

to the future treaty. My delegation welcomes the decision of the 

Soviet Union to put a moratorium on nuclear explosions in all environments, 

including those for peaceful purposes, as has been announced by 

Mr. Brezhnev. In vievr of all those encouraging signs we sincerely hope 

that a comprehensive nuclea~test-ban treaty will soon be within reach. 

I should nou like to touch briefly on the item submitted to this Assembly by 

the Soviet Union regarding the stren~thenin~ and consolidation of 

international detente. Indonesia has always been aware of the positive 

aspects of detente and has in fact always welcomed detente. Vle are 

therefore of the view that the initiative taken by the Soviet Union 

merits serious consideration by the Assembly. This is so despite the 

fact that some elements of the Soviet draft declaration, as has been 

pointed out by the Soviet delec;ation itself and by other delec;ations, have 
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been ecl.Ol)tcd earlier by various international meetings. Detente can without 

doubt enhance the co-operation between the two super-Powers, not only in 

their bilateral relations but also in regard to the search for solutions 

of important international problems. However, we would like to observe 

at the same time that this process does not always run parallel with the 

desi_re o:C Sti18.ller ar,d medium .. sized. States to strenc;then the role of the United 

Nations and to bring about a dewocrat::i_zettion of international relations. 

He would also like to be convinced that detente vould indeed be able 

to contribute positively to the establishment of a new· international 

economic order. These and other related questions need to be clarified 

if detente is to be meaningful not only to certain countries or certain 

continents 'out also to the uorld at larc;e. 

Hith regard to the problem of horizontal proliferation, I would like 

to point out that the non-proliferatio~ Treaty clearly sets out a balance 

of obligations bet1·reen nuclear- and non-r:uclear-1-reapon States. The 

non-proliferation Treaty not only obliges non-nuclear-weapon States to 

renounce their right to acquire or manufacture nuclear weapons or other 

nuclear devices, but at the same time charges the nuclear States with the 

responsibility 

n ••• to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures 

relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early 

date and to nuclear disarmament ••• 11
• (Arti~~ VI) 



; 
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There is undeniably sufficient reason for the growing doubt in regard 

to the effectiveness of the non-proliferation Treaty. One of the major 

causes of that concern is the fact that the obligations of nuclear Powers 

as set forth in article IV of the non-proliferation Treaty have so far 

remained largely unfulfilled. The newly acquired nuclear-weapon 

capabilities of certain countries are a further source of grave concern. 

No acceptable solutions have yet been found to such problems as the 

regulation of peaceful nuclear explosions and the accommodation of the 

legitimate interests of States in acquiring nuclear technology for peaceful 

purposes. Furthermore, the security needs of those States which have 

renounced the right to acquire nuclear weapons have yet to be met. 

Of particular importance in that regard is the fact that the non-nuclear 

States have not received unqualified assurances from the nuclear-weapon 

States. Despite those and other misgivings, the Government of Indonesia, 

realizing the growing dangers of continued nuclear proliferation and in 

response to the appeals made by the General Assembly, has submitted the 

non-proliferation Treaty to the Indonesian Parliament for ratification 

in the expectation that the nuclear Powers will carry out their part 

of the bargain. 

One issue closely related to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 

is that of the dissemination of information on nuclear technology. It is 

important that these two issues be dealt >vith separately. We mention this 

in the context of the restrictions on the transfer of nuclear technology 

which some nuclear Powers are attempting to impose unilaterally. We 

believe that restrictions on the dissemination of information on nuclear 

technology are futile and can only weaken efforts to implement the 

non-proliferation regime. Both the objective of non-proliferation 

and that of unhampered access to nuclear technology for peaceful 

purposes can best be served by adopting guidelines which are acceptable 

to all parties concerned. 

Another issue is the establishment of nuclear-free zones, -vrhich uill 

contribute to greater progress in nuclear arms control. Indonesia has 
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supported the concept of nuclear-free zones, provided the zones are 

established on the initiative and with the agreement of the countries in 

the region concerned. Indonesia has therefore maintained that the proposal 

for the establishment of 2. Luclco.r-fres zons in a particular re:_;ion shot!.ld 

receive the solid support of all countries in that region. 

The objectives of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of 

Peace have been steadily gaining wider recognition in the international 

community. Nevertheless, in order to accelerate implementation of the 

Declnration and regional disengagement by the super-Powers, more resolute 

political action would clearly be necessary. My delegation notes the 

bilateral negotiations between the tvlo super-Powers on the question of 

their military presence in the Indian Ocean. We hope that this will lead 

to a reduction of that military presence in the region. My delegation 

hones that those two Powers will in the future extend greater co-operation 

to the Ad Hoc Coilllni ttee on the Indian Ocean in the it:1plementation of the pv.:rposes 

and principles of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a 6one of Peace. 

As for my delegation, it continues to support the proposal for 

convening a meeting of the littoral and hinterland States as a first 

step in the implementation of that Declaration. That meeting should, in 

our opinion, be entrusted with the task of exploring further actions to be 

taken in implementing the Declaration by formulating a common viewpoint 

among the countries of the region. Furthermore, my delegation supports 

the idea of entrustins the Ad Hoc Committee with the task of making 

adequate preparations for the meeting. 

Touching now upon the special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, to be held in ~Io.y c.nd June ne;:t year, I should 

like first of all to commend the Chairman of the Preparatory Committee 

for the Special Session, Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas, for the exemplary 

manner in which he has conducted the Committee's work and for the excellent 

report submitted by the Committee. 

Earlier in my statement I referred to the decision taken by the 

General Assembly last year to hold the special session as one vlhich it 

coulc'L be hoped uould cenerate the necessary momentum leading to concrete 
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disarmament rreasures. Indeed, after more than thr2e decades of dismal 

failure to control, limit and reduce arms, there is now a unique opportunity 

to take a fresh approach to this urgent task and, furthermore, to mobilize 

general support for action. One of the main tasks of the specie.l session 

will be to formulate and adopt a declaration on disarmament. The task 

that lies ahead of the special session is extrereely difficult; it is one 11hich 

must be discharged successfully. My delegation hopes that such success 

will pave the vwy for further progress touards effective disarmament 

rr.easures. It is for that reason that my delegation continues to support 

the holding of the world disarmament conference as a forum which would 

offer an opportunity for all countries to participate in negotiations 

and to take concrete disarm8.ment measures acceptable to all countries. 

In conclusion, I would like to reiterate Indonesia's stand thot, 

while \'le do not in the least doubt the extreme int:_:Jort:2nce of bilo.teral, 

regional or other disarmament forums, the United Nations remains the 

sole universal forum for discussing and finding solutions for the basic 

problems of disarmament. Indonesia is determined to work together with 

other countries to strengthen the role of the United Nations in achieving 

a uorld ui thout 110.r - the l'.l timate des il'e of mankind. 

Mr. ROSSIDBS (Cyprus): More than two-thirds of the Disarmament 

Decade has gone by, but the disarmament impasse continues and is even 

aggravated. Once again there is an abundance of agenda items on 

disarmament before this Committee, but these various items and even the 

l'esolutions adopted constitute only tiny foot-notes made by this world 

Orgaoi~atioo to the world's armaments race, which by any measure is 

continuing and ever escalating. However, today there is one difference: 

we are in the very midst of constructive planning for the special session 

of the United Nations General 1\ssembly devoted to disarmament. Thus a maio 

preoccupation in this Committee during this session will relate to that 

coming event in the life of the Organization. 
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What is the significance of the special session" The significance is 

not that it will provide more and more effective technicalities in the 

disarmament process or that it will achieve many collateral measures 

encouraging the way to disarmament. We know very well that collateral 

measures and technicalities of disarmament have not helped in any way to 

arrest the arms race or even to curtail it. The importance of the special 

session is that it will provide the opportunity and the time for in-depth 

study of the whole problem of disarmament in its relation to the arms race, 

which is the scourge of our time. 
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The Charter of the United Nations, in its Preamble, speaks about 11 the 

scourge of uar11
• Now we have another scourge, the scourge of the arms race, 

·which has to be stopped. Many studies have been made on the consequences of 

the arms race; vre have a recent study by the Secretary-General on the economic 

and social consequences of the armaments race and its extremely harmful 

effects on 1vorld peace and security. He have had many studies before about 

the effects of the arms race. He knmr very 1-rell the evils of it, but 

perhaps >·re do not quite realize that the arms race in itself, independently 

of a nuclear or any major war, is leading humanity to its doom because the 

arms race is a destructive, negative force. To base the security of the 

'ITorld on the concept of armament is a negation not only of the Charter of 

the United Nations, but of any positive thinking towards the attainment of 

security and peace, othervrise than through armaments in a confrontation, in 

a spirit of hostility and mistrust, which the balance of power implies. It 

j~mplies the negati veness of such hostility, such mistrust, such hatred, tha.t 

each side is ready 1-ri th its arms to fly at the throat of the other side vere 

:Lt not for the deterrence of the other side's armaments. 

Is this a logical world, in the United Nations era and in the nuclear 

age? Has this any relation to human thinking and human interests in the 

1-Torld of the United Nations where we sit discussing this subject? 

This is a matter vrhich requires more elaboration and a study. 

In the meanwhile, before I come to the problem of halting the arms race, I 

should like to turn to some of the i terns before us, progress on lvhich may 

prove encouraging to the special session and contribute, in some measure at 

.least, tmvards making it a success. 

The most promising collateral measure on disarmament now appears to be an 

agreement on a comprehensive test ban. 'lie have had an agreement on a partial test 

·ban, and we are very fortunate to have had it because testing in the environment 

vas a threat to the environment by radioactivity. He have avoided that. But it 
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has proved impossible to proceed to a comprehensive test ban, although it was 

expected uhen the partial test ban vras concluded that it would soon be folloved 

by a comprehensive test ban. Why has it been impossible to arrive at an 

agreement on underground testing which, by all accounts, co~ld be inspected 

and controlled? It was definitely refused on each occasion. The reason is 

that underground testing offered the only possibility of testing in the 

developreent of improved nuclear weapons. There was no desire at that time 

to stop the arms race in qualitative development of nuclear weapons by a 

comprehensive test ban treaty. But it is hoped that ve may have reached a 

stage now in the United Nations - having regard to other circumstances to 

>·rhich I will refer later - when an agreement is possible on a comprehensive 

test ban. Vle therefore express the hope that the three negotiating Powers 

>-rill make a special effort to reach agreement on a comprehensive test ban, or 

at least, a moratorium on all tests, until such time as the nuclear-weapon 

States sign a universal convention. Such a comprehensive treaty, or even an 

agreement on a moratorium of three to five years, would produce an auspicious 

climate for the special session. Indeed, some disarmament steps are needed 

in advance of the special session to give it the psychological climate so 

necessary to encourage other political decisions within the conference itself. 

Another disarmament measure which would create a genuine atmosphere of 

hope would be the achievement of successful results in the second phase of 

the SALT negotiations. The world is anxiously awaiting the conclusion of the 

second phase and, indeed, of the third phase, considering that the reduction 

of studies in nuclear weapons would be a factor in halting or curbing the 

arms race and continuing the non-proliferation r~gime. 

A third disarmament measure awaitiP~ completion is the elimination of 

the production and stockpiling of all chemical w·eapons. 1-Jhile the production 

and stockpiling of all biological weapons vras banned in 1975, the negotiations 

to conclude the production of chemical weapons have been hampered and 

unnecessarily protracted. The deadline of the special session may perhaps 

exert an influence on the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to reach 

agreement on a treaty on chemical weapons early in 1978. 
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A further measure encouraging for the special session would be a moratorium 

on the production of fissionable material for weapons and the reduction of the 

relevant stockpiles. 

These measures have become perennial items of the First Committee. However, 

the relevant negotiations now appear more hopeful and nearing agreement and 

every effort should be made towards their conclusion. Encouragement in this 

direction should be given by the adoption of strong resolutions in this 

Committee. 

The Secretary-General's report on the economic and social consequences of 

the armaments race in document A/32/88 is significant, and particularly so in 

respect of the special session. In dealing with recent studies on the future 

of the world economy, the report notes the "remarkable omission" from those 

studies of any consideration of the implications thereof on the arms race. 

The report urges that both aspects of the economic problem need to be taken 

into account, namely, the volume of resources consumed in the arms race and the 

soeially constructive uses to which they could and should be put. More 

efforts are needed to strengthen the link between development and disarmament, 

between the new international economic order which grew out of the second 

special session. and the new disarmament order to grow out of the ej.ghth 

special session. Such a study provides a needed intellectual base. 

The Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation of International Humanitarian 

La1• produced two valuable protocols, but unfortun13,tely it did not result in 

an:r new instruments to ban indiscriminate weapons. 

The effort to convene a world disarmament conference contipues to be 

truncated, but perhaps may be less so after the special session. 
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Vle hold that a world disarmament conference should be convened as soon as 

possible. That would be a continuation of the special session. If, however, 

the convenine; of such a world conference continues to be politically impossible, 

then ,,1e 11ould hope that a second special session 1vould be convened vJithin 

three yeo.rs or s0, partly to assess progress ar.d pc,rtly to continue uhD.t 

was done at the first special session. 

The work of the Preparatory Committee for the special session has been very 

thorough, thanks to the sl~ill and effectiveness of its Chairman, 

Ambassador Carlos Ortiz de Rozas, and I need not discL~ss it at lenGth here; 

particularly since my clele0ation is a member of the Preparatory Committee. 

As the Secretary-General concludes in his report on the economic and 

social consequences of the armaments race: 

"Effective action to reverse [the arms rae~? would seem to presuppose 

some agreement as to where the problem lies and what it consists of". 

(A/32/88, para. 171) 

MY whole experience in this Organization leads me to warn that all the 

disarmament measures on the agenda of this Committee or in the programme of 

action of the special session, even if they were by magic crystallized into 

multilateral agreements., could not stop the arms race or bring d1sarmamer.t proper 

much nearer realization. For indeed, if the arms race is not stop"Qed there is 

no prospect of disarmament and no meaning in disarmament. 

The consequences of the arms race have been studied repeatedly, as I have 

already said, in this Organization and outside it. By now we have a clear 

picture of the results of this disastrous race and the waste in manpower and 

resources, and, indeed, the increase in tension and even the outbreak of wars. 

However, we have much less understanding of the causes of the arms race. 

He knmv its results; they are detrimental~ but what causes the arms race? 

1lliat is behind the arms race that makes it impossible to halt it, whatever 

we do? Vle have detente; detente appeared here and ti1ere, but not in t~1e 

least uith rec;ard to the arms race. There must be some cause, arc.d if ve study 

the matter ve shall find the cause. 1le may, in our mind, ur.derstand the causes, 

but that is r:ot enouc;h. There must be a study in depth of the causes, and if the 

special session dces r:ct proceed vrith such a study of the arms race it uill somehow 

be vasting its time. There is the crux of the problem - the arms race. 
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Central to the whole question of disarmament is the halting of the arms 

race. Bilateral measures or even agreements on technicalities of the disarmament 

process proved of little avail to halt or to curb the arms race, as experience 

ha:3 so far shown. Seven multilateral treaties and 10 bilateral United States

Soviet Union agreements in the last 15 years have not to any degree slowed 

do1t1n the arms race, which continues on its own momentum and motivated by its 

own forces, irrespective of what is done wi.th regard to disarmament efforts. 

The arms race is, in the final analysis, but the natural consequence of 

the notion of "balance of power11 as a means of maintaining international peace 

and security in our world of today. It is a negative notion that runs counter 

to all the concepts of a United Nations era and to the provisions in the Charter 

aimed at harmonizing international relations towards security and peace. True 

peace cannot hang from the thin thread of a 11balance of power", implying 

hostility and hatred, but must be based on the positiveness of co-operation, 

understanding and love among nations. As long as we rely on the notion of a 
11 balance of power11 we shall live and die with the arms race. This notion of 

a 11balance of power11
, the outdated relic of a time when the use of force and 

domination was the accepted norm in the relations of nations, has no place in 

our closely interdependent world of today. So many young nations that have 

attained independence and have been looking forward to a world of justice, 

co-operation and understanding, find themselves in the midst of a "balance of 

power11 concept that constrains them to arm excessively at the expense of their 

development. 

The time has come to go to the fundamental causes of the arms race and try 

to stop it so that disarmament may become possible. 

Now this "balance of power" in our time, where there is a polarization 

of forces between two sides, is not the 11balance of power11 of the nineteenth 

century, where it was a matter of fiye or six Powers that balanced the power 

among themselves and ruled the world. It was not a world of justice, but it was 

a world in which there was a certain degree of order kept by those five Powers 

during the nineteenth century, called 11 this concert of Europe11
, by the 

balancing of their power without the need of an arms race. 
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Now, with the polarization between the two sides and their spheres of 

influence, any kind of "balance of power" means a "balc.nce of weaponry", and 

such a balance necessarily implies an arms race to attain or to retain the 

balance. There is no other way to a balance but by an arms race, and of 

course every step forward in ~maments by one side immediately results in a 

counter-step by the other side. Very often, on the pretence that the balance 

is threateped, one finds an escalation in expenditures of billions and billions 

of dollars. This is the kind of world that we live in and thts is the 

situation that we have to deal with in relation to disarmament. It is becoming 

all too obvious, therefore, that so long as we continue to operate on the 

principle of a balance of W!=aponry, the arms race will continue to be with us 

in an ever-escalating tempo. 

The Lew requirements in a world transformed by technology are quite 

different from the requirements of previous worlds. This has been recognized 

globally by the acceptance of the Ch~rter, which decrees that there shall be 

no use or threat of the use of force. It implies an end to the concept of 

"balance of power". We have accepted this change by the Charter and those 

who were among the drafters of the Charter and the founders of the United Nations 

sincerely and faithfully believed that this new world of the Charter should 

and would apply. Now the universality of the Organization renders more 

compelling the Charter's order. 

So let us be sincere in what we profess by complying with the Charter and 

approach the PTOblems of the world through the spirit, meaning and provisions 

of the Charter. The Charter provides for international peace and security 

through positive co-operation in the actions of nations in meeting common 

dangers and common needs of the world community as a whole. These aims cannot 

be attained through self-centred and self-seeking pursuits on the part of 
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nations to the detriment of the 1vhole international community. Such 

pursuit becomes in the long run detrimental to the individual intert:sts 

of the nations concerned. 

If the intellect of man proves unable to follow· the course provided by 

the Charter for the conduct of nations, then the spirit of man must come 

lnto play to bring sanity and optimism through the application of ethical 

values and moral principles in the conduct of public affairs and in 

relations among nations. 
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I must say that we feel some optimism with regard to such developments. 

I consider as a reason for optimism the fact that there has been an event 

signal in recent history in that the head of a nation has been overwhelmingly 

elected by the people on a platform of ethical principles and moral values in 

the conduct of public affairs and the relations between States. This is a 

signal event and should be so viewed, because it is a commitment by the 

leadership of a great nation that it will follow the wishes of the people for a 

policy of open diplomacy, putting aside the Metternichian methods of the past 

and forging ahead on the basis of honesty, openness and ethical values upon 

which alone the international community can find positive progress towards 

peace and the survival of our civilization. 

But I must come back to the actual theme, that we must study not only 

the consequences but also the causes of the arms race. A very distinguished 

and eminent personality, the Foreign Minister of the Philippines, 

General Romulo, who, as representative of his country was a founding Member 

of the United Nations, in his statement in this Committee a few days ago 

emphasized the point I am making when he said: 
11 

••• the world does not have a reliable and adequate system for the 

maintenance of international peace and security which will give 

assurance to States that their legitimate security needs will be met in 

a disarmed or disarming world •••• nations cannot be expected to, and 

will not, di$arm into a vacuum devoid of effective security guarantees •11 

(A/C.l/32/PV.ll, p. 36) 

Therefore I submit that, having regard to what I have said and to what 

the Foreign Minister of the Philippines also emphasized, a study is necessary 

not only of the consequences of disarmament and the relationship between 

disarmament and economic development, but also of the causes of the arms race 

and the interrelationship of disarmament and international peace and security. 

In this connexion I should like to refer to the provisional agenda for the 

special session of the General Assembly which, in its paragraph 9, provides for: 
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"Review and appraisal of the present international situation in the light of 

the pressing need to achieve substantial progress in the field of disarmament, 

the continuation of the arms race and the close interrelationship between 

disarmament, international peace and security and economic development." 

(A/32/41 and Corr.l, para. 17) 

With regard to the interrelationship of disarmament and economic development 

there i$ the Nordic proposal for a relevant study which will be before the special 

session. Therefore my delegation, together with other delegations, will propose 

the necessary completion of the provisions of the aforesaid item on the agenda 

by a study of the interrelationship of disarmament and international security, 

which is more vital, indeed, because it goes to the very root of the problem of 

the arms race. The suggestion would be that such a. study be prepared by the 

Secretary-General in consultation with experts; that a. progress report by the 

Secretary-General be presented to the special session and that the final report, 

since the matter is very important and may require time, be presented not later than 

at the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly. I am not making a specific 

proposal now but the matter will come up in due course in this Committee. 

Meam1hile I should like to add that on the work of this Committee, no less 

than on the work of the Preparatory Committee, will depend to a. large extent the 

success or failure of the special session. 

Mr. FALL (Senegal) (interpretation from French): Mr. Chairman, speaking 

for the first time before this Committee I should like to extend to you my 

congratulations upon your election to the Chair of our Committee. 

Another year has elapsed 1-1i thout any significant progress having been 

achieved in the field of disarmament •. The two super-Powers, which account for 

70 per cent of the world's military expenditures and whose military might exceeds 

by far that of all the other countries put together, pursue their unbridled 

arms race. 

Recent trends show that those two super-Powers are perfecting their armaments 

while improving their precision and power. They have thus rendered nuclear \var 

inconceivable. The fear of mutual destruction which had up until nm1 had a 

restraining effect in the area of nuclear war is being eroded by the latest 

technological progress which has made possible a limited nuclear war. 
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In the light of these developments we cannot but wonder whether the policy of 

detente as practised by the super-Powers is capable of preventing nuclear war. 

If the United States and the USSR pursue their war preparations and undermine 

the concept of dissuasion by endowing themselves with the necessary means for a 

first strike, then all we can say is that the present policy of detente rests on 

very fragile bases. 

According to SIPRI's estimates military expenditures at constant prices, 

have doubled during the last 15 years. There has been no slovJ-down in thr=: pace of 

nuclear tests since the signature of the nuclear arms limitation treaty. 

The danger of nuclear proliferation has considerably grown. 

Instead of voicing an optimism that is in contradiction with bleak reality, the 

super-Powers should seriously endeavour to halt the arms race. The complete 

prohibition of nuclear tests would be an important step in that direction. 

The question of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, the usefulness 

of which is still uncertain as compared to the risks they entail, should not delay 

the conclusion of such a treaty. It is to be hoped that the negotiations at present 

under 1-vay between the United States, the USSR and the United Kingdom will not lead 

once again - as in the case of the 1963 Moscow Treaty, to yet another partial 

prohibition. 

The :-rwst pressing danger confronting the international community no1-v is the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. It increases the probabilities of war and renders 

the arms control measures meaningless. It is therefore necessary to consider 

urgently the best means of strengthening the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

\,lhile all States must have equal access to nuclear technology, it is necessary 

to prevent its being used for the manufacture of atomic vleapons. 

Countries exporting nuclear technology should require importing States to 

adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty or to subscribe to the IAEA saTeguards 

system. In the latter case, those safeguards would apply to all their nuclear 

installations, whether imported or of local origin. 

Nuclear techn~logy exporting countries should also realize that it is the 

height of irresponsibility to be guided solely by collimercial considerations where 

the dissemination of nuclear technology is concerned. It is this attitude that 
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has enabled aggressive regimes like that of South Africa to acquire the means 

to manufacture atomic weapons, thus threatening the security of African States. 

By so doing they have indirectly helped to i~cre~se the possibility of a nuclear 

war in Africa. Therefore, today, more than ever the security of non-nuclear 

States must be guaranteed. In my delegation 1 s view, the IAEA safeguards could 

not in themselves eliminate the risk of nuclear proliferation. Political 

measures aimed at dissuading States from acquiring and using nuclear weapons are 

called for. 

Another very alarming question is the production and unbridled transfer 

of extremely sophisticated and lethal conventional weapons. 

Consideration of this question cannot be divorced from the policies practised 

by producer countries who are both exporters and importers. 

There is no doubt that the volume of transactions in conventional weapons 

would be smaller today if certain Powers did not use them as a m::ans of 

extending their sphere of influence in their rivalry for world hegemony. 

Arms exports represent for such countries a means of ensuring the dependency of 

the importer country. Another category of countries which contribute to the 

marked increase in the supply of armaments is that of countries motivated by 

trade interests. These countries supply weapons of every kind indiscriminately, 

thus being instrumental in aggravating local conflicts. 

In my delegation's view, the conventional arms race question has for too 

long in these past year~ been considered solely from the supply angle. If we 

truly wish to make progress in this field, it is high time we consider supply and 

demand together and impartially. 

The establishment of a new international economic order has become one of the 

priority objectives of most countries in the world. It is the indispensable 

complement to the concept of disarmament. For there can be no peace unless we 

attack the roots of war. And the latter are to be found, in part, in the existing 

inequality between nations which leads to the aggression and exploitation of the 

small by the powerful nations. If we are to achieve a lasting disarmament, we 

must eliminate the causes of the arms race. In my delegation's view the chances 

for development of many countries would increase with the transfer of the 

considerable resources released by disarmament. 
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This rapid review of the situation shows (l) that the danger of nuclear 

war has grown considerably in recent years, (2) that the arms race encompassing 

weapons of every kind has been intensified and extended to all parts of U1e 

world and (3) that the objective of general and complete disarmament seems 

more remote than ever. 

And yet, an arms control system has been under consideration for 15 years 

and has led to the adoption of eight multilateral treaties and 10 bilateral 

agreements. Unfortunately, the main short-coming of all those agreements is that 

they deal 'vi th only minor or peripheral questions. 

The fact that arms control should be given priority over general and complete 

disarmament appeared at one point in time the only realistic alternative to the 

frustrations resulting from the stalemated disarmament negotiations. 

Control over the arms race in order to maintain the balance between the principal 

adversaries; the prevention of the destabilization of the international military 

environment; the limitation of the risks of war arising out of situations of crisis 

and the reduction of human and material loss in the event of vrar could all 

contribute to the relaxation of international tension, promote mutual trust and 

awaken the necessary political will to trigger the disarmament process. 

He must, alas, acknowledge that those hopes have been dashed. Only a 

relaxation of tension between the super-Powers appears to have been achieved. 

There is still no mutual confidence. By VIBY of proof suffice it to mention the 

obstinacy with which the super-Powers avoid discussing true disarmament measures 

and confine their negotiations to secondary questions. In point of fact, the 

purpose of those negotiations has never been the reduction of armaments but rather 

the maintenance of strategic balance between the two countries. 

Unfortunately, that balance is becoming daily more precarious. The numer~us 

agreements which were so laboriously elaborated have been overtaken by the 

dynamics of technological innovation. 

Paradoxically, negotiations tend to encourage the development of new 

destruction techniques which serve to strengthen the bargaining power of those 

who possess them at the negotiating table. 
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The concept of mutual dissuasion on which the balance of terror rests is thus 

being undermined by the destabilizing effects of technological innovations. 

\·Te have therefore come to the conclusion that arms control agreements have 

not served to strengthen the security of the States concerned. Those agreements 

have in fact failed to a very large degree. That is why we must seek a. new approach 

to disarmament. 

Senega] hopes that the forthcoming special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament will help us to get out of the rut and enable us to get 

down to serious negotiations. In a world threatened by paucity of resources and 

pollution, beset by hunger, ignorance and poverty and haunted by the spectre 

of a nuclear holocaust the arms race is a luxury we shall not be able to afford 

for too long. Disarmament affects all States, large and small. Security, today, 

can only be collective and must be based on co-operation. 

My delegation has chosen to speak not simply to level a negative criticism 

at anyone or to minimize the efforts and agreements of the last 15 years, nor 

yet to question the sincerity of those involved, but rather to join those 1-1ho 

have expressed concern at the growing dangers threatening us and who feel that Hhat 

haB been achieved in this field, as compared to what should be done is clearly 

insufficient. 

We are sitting on a powder keg which the smallest spark could explode. vie 

must rid ourselves of the illusions nurtured in us by an arms control system that 

is cut off from the objective of disarmament. 

We must therefore cease taking small steps which give the impression we are 

merely marking time, and embark on true measures of disarmament. This is a ta5k 

that the big Powers, prisoners of their rivalries and their mutual suspicions will 

be unable to undertake unless the international community supplies the required 

momentum. 

Mr. GBEHO (Ghana): When I last made a statement in this Committee 

during the current debate on disarmament, I indicated the intention of the 

Ghana delegation to make another intervention in due course to highlight 

another aspect of the general topic of disarmament. Today, therefore I 
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wish to t.ak2 the opportunity to focus the Committee 1 s attention on agenda 

item 43, entitled 11 Implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearization 

of Africa 11
• 

As members of the Committee are no doubt aware, this is not a new topic for 

the Committee. It has been the subject of debate since the twenty-ninth session 

of the General Assembly, when all States were called upon to respect and abide 

by the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa issued by the Heads 

of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity in 1964. Since then, 

the General Assembly has rene-v1ed its call annually on all States to abide by 

the important "1-lish of Africa and Africans that their continent remain a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone. 
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The fact that this ae;enda item is still l·'i th us is a reflection of the 

frae;ile peace under which we continue to live and also proof enout_~h that the 

fears of Africa have not been allayed. There is a persistent threat to our 

security which constitutes the basis for concern by the international community 

for Africa and international peace. 

Many views have been expressed in this forum in the last few weeks concerning 

the threat posed to mankind by the rapid development and stockpiling of nuclear 

arms by a number of Member States of the United Nations. The threat that we face, a 

threat not only to international peace and security but, more importPntly, to 

our very existence, has been described in such lucid lane;uae;e and in such e;reat 

detail as I cannot hope to surpass in this stAtc.mPnt. HoweY'?Y'y it i_s Ghana's viev7 

that the i•T1plication o:" the nnclear arms rece for Afri<:P 11ill b'?Gr further emphasis 

todPy be~ause Africa and Africans are in grave ~ang=r of exten1instion in the 

future beci:!Lls-~ o'" a tc.chnologicRl achic:·.r.?iflent that '.'? are not a ~:r rty 

te and which we have repeatedly voiced our dissociation J:'r,~m and ccnc~c1lllc-ti0l" of. 

The denuclearization of Africa, that is, the freeine; of the continent from a 

nucl"'ar->~eapons build-up, may be regarded as a local problem only by cynics, 

as its grave implications are such that it should properly cr:r·(~~Y th= 

attention of the internFJtional c"mmunity. For it is now an accepted fact that 

the unleashing of a nuclear arms race in Africa is bound seriously tr) affect the 

security of the rest of the world, at a time when human ingenuity and efforts 

are seriously directed towards the creation of a peaceful and more secure w•rld. 

In such a situation, each country becomes its brother's keeper in our 

comity of nations. The Ghana delegation submits, therefore, that our call for 

the implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa constitutes 

or ought to constitute an integral part of the global disarmament programme that 

we are all seriously en3ae;ed in. Africa is a developine; continent and may, at this 

t:ime, lacl~ th= considerable v7ealth and sophisticated technolop-y of' the 

industrialized PoPers. But it ,,,ould be danrerous to accord the cc·ntinent less 

consideration from the point of vie•-1 of security becmlse o: cur lev2l o? economic 

and military development. For, the destructive power of nuclear v1eapons and the 

current situation v'ith regard to pm1er relationships are such that an outbrecil~ of 

nuclear war on the continent would most certainly have serious ccnsequenc:::s for 

the entire world. 
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About two decades ago, the international community embarked on the earnest 

task of curbing the proliferation of nuclear arms. That effort resulted in the 

conclusion of an international nuclear non-proliferation Treaty nine years age. 

In agreeing to introduce such a Treaty to articulate the urgent and grave 

concern of the world over the development of nuclear arsenals on a global scale, 

the international community was motivated by an indisputable concern for a world 

in which ideological blocs were competing with each other for the capacity to 

produce the most modern and powerful means of destroying our common civilization. 

That Tr<?aty, •11hen it eventually became a reality, even though on a limited scale, 

also encompassed in its scope the security of the continent of Africa. Its 

signatories, as of no•J, include a number of African States which are entitled to the 

fulfilment of their "Jish to be secure. To permit the development and 

stockpiling of nuclear arsenals in Africa, therefore, constitutes a denial 

of the genuine fears that brought that important Treaty into force. 

The history of the nuclear arms race is also the history of the 

ideological conflict of the two major blocs of our time. In this conflict, the 

survival instinct of the two super-Powers has driven them on to the accumulation 

of the most deadly weapons of mass destruction that threaten not only the direct 

contestants but even those of us who prefer to remain non-aligned. Such is 

our unwilling involvement in the ideological conflict that our continent has 

gradually become the jousting ground for the major Powers. I need hardly 

prove to this Committee that in some parts of Africa today, the competition 

between the ideological blocs for spheres of influence has become so keen that 

flames of African conflict have been fanned deliberately by foreign ideological 

interests at the tragic expense of Africans. The need to use more and more 

sophisticated weapons in the conventional wars that have broken out is increasing 

at such a rate that one wonders whether it •<Jill be lone; before the thirst after 

more pmrerful weapons will begin to be satisfied ,,1i th the supply of strategic 

nuclear arms from abroad. 
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But, the clamour of African States today for the denuclearization of Africa 

stems from an even e;reater and more immediate threat to the contin-=nt - that of the 

nuelear-weapon proc;ramme of the Vorster ree;ime in South Africa. For tilany ~rears, 

the world has speculated on the probability of South Africa's pursuing a nuclear 

weapons proe;ramme. But, today, we know for a fact that Vorster and his regime are 

on the threshold of acquiring a nuclear-weapon capability. It is an achievement 

the~ Vorster and his colleae;ues now openly boast of, and the world can no lone;er 

be left in any doubt about the possible introduction into our continent of 

nuclear weapons, a development which we have, since 1964, souc;ht to prevent. 

The loe;ical question that arises from a recognition of the eYistence of and 

proe;ress in the South African nuclear proe;ramme is, to what purpose is South Africa 

hurriedly seeking to equip i tsel-P with such deadly arms. Certainly, it 

is not merely to enter a prestic;ious arms race with the major Powers in Europe, 

for that would be expensive, senseless and suicidal. The obvious intention is to 

use such a possession is a bare;ainine; instrument for the perpetuation of the 

socio-political system known as apartheid which the rest of the world has 

condemned and which we are committed to eradicating. 

Secondly, the intention of South Africa in acquiring nuclear arms is to use 

them to terrorize the rest of continental Africa which continues firmly to support 

the struggle against the racism and racial discrimination that Vorster's regime 

stands for. 

Thirdly, the eagerness of South Africa to develop a nuclear-weapon 

cap1~bility is to enable it to preserve its control over spheres of influence in 

sou1~hern Africa, that is, in Zimbabwe and Namibia. In this rec;ard, the possession 

of nuclear veapons iwuld enable it to fulfil its imperialistic aspirations 

at the expense of indie;enous Africans. 

All three reasons have been carefully considered, at one time or another, 

by the international community, and our condemnation of such aspirations and of the 

praetice of the doctrine of apartheid has been unequivocal. Does it Pot stand to 

reason, under the circumstances, that Vorster and his fascist colleae;ues are beinc; 

encourac;ed by some Member States of the United Nations to hold the rest of Africa 

to ransom? And can any Member State of the United Nations guarantee that Vorster 

and his regime v'ill, when that country becomes a nuclear Power, respect the 

international safee;uards that e;o with beoominc; a nuclear Power? 
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These are the grounds for the genuine fears of the Ghana delegation, and 

hence our call to the international community not to ignore the compelling 

arguments for the denuclearization of Africa. For the world will know no peace 

if we condone the nuclear-weapon programme of a paranoid rGgime that has proved 

itself incapable of balanced and rational judgement. 

It is the view of my delegation that we, the Member States of this world 

body, should not shirk our solemn responsibility to remove the threat 

that han~s ominously over Africa in this nuclear a~e. Our condemnation alone 

of Vorster and his clique is not enough. Our words must be backed by resolute 

action if we are to save mankind and its achievements from the tragedy of a 

nuclear holocaust. 

At this stage I wish to draw attention to the same concern expressed 

by the 117th session of the Executive Committee of the World Federation 

of United Nations Associations which met in Accra in March of this year. In a 

resolution adopted at that session, the World Federation of United Nations 

Associations condemned apartheid and also called attention to the dangers to 

world peace of nuclear proliferation as a result of the possession of nuclear 

weapons by the Government of South Africa. That resolution has been circulated 

as General Assembly and Security Council documents A/32/63 and S/12305, 

respectively, dated 24 March 1977. It is the pleasant duty of the Ghana 

delegation to recommend the provisions of the resolution to the serious 

consideration of all Member States of the United Nations because they represent 

the voice of reason in a world that is in danger of destroying itself. 

For the reasons that I have just outlined, the Ghana delegation wishes to 

place some proposals before the Committee for its consideration on the question 

of the denuclearization of the continent of Africa. We believe that if the 

international community could concentrate its efforts in the direction indicated by 

the proposals, Africa and the rest of the world would be rendered safe from nuclear 

destruction. 

First, we recommend that Member States of this Organization give their 

unqualified support to the Declaration of the Organization of African Unity on 

the denuclearization of Africa as a first step towards our common goal. 
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Secondly, we urge all States to desist forthwith from extending nuclear 

collaboration to South Africa, including the transfer of technology and personnel 

that could prove beneficial 1n the early development of a South African 

nuclear-weapon capability. 

Thirdly, we strongly urge all States to place an embar~o on the sale 

or supply of arms, including nuclear fissionable material and machinery,under 

Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter. 

And, fourthly, we call for international pressure to be brought to bear on 

South Africa with a view to preventing it from conducting its intended nuclear 

explosions in Africa. 

The Ghana delegation has deemed it crucial to place these serious proposals 

before the world body in the hope that they will receive the serious 

consideration of all States, particularly the industrialized ones. A failure 

to act decisively in the matter would most certainly lead to disastrous 

consequences not only for Africa but also for the rest of the world. Ghana is 

certain that if nuclear weapons are allm.-ed on the African continent, the 

nuclear non-proliferation Treaty and, therefore, the security of the world 

will be severely jeopardized, for the acquisition of nuclear arms by South 

Africa or any State on the continent is likely to lead to a fundamental 

reconsideration by some African States of their attitude towards the nuclear 

non-proliferation Treaty that represents one of the best hopes for mankind. 

Permit me, finally, to observe that from the humble beginnings and with the 

advantages of the industrial revolution we have reached a nuclear age in an 

atmosphere of ideological conflict and racial bigotry. Our failure to 

distinguish reality from illusion, truth from falsehood, and racial harmony 

from deplorable racism may very well prove the most expensive mistake that 

mankind has ever made in history. In our view, we have the capability and 

the in~enuity to ward off the impending disaster and we must do so to save 

all that is noble in ourselves and in our world. We must all recognize that 

the situation in Africa today constitutes perhaps the weakest link in our 

collective security and should not therefore allow it to endanger global security 

urtduly. To be successful in this endeavour, the Ghana delegation invites all 

Member States to respect and abide by the wish of Africa not to become the depot 

for the stockpiling of nuclear weapons. 
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first, on behalf of the delegation of the People's Republic of the Congo, I 

should like to take this opportunity to convey to you our warm congratulations 

upon your unanimous election. We should like to express our gratitude to your 

fellow officers and to the Secretariat which, we are convinced, will be of 

considerable assistance to you in your heavy responsibilities. Of course, 

the co-operation of my delegation goes without saying. 

In the general debate of the thirty-second session of the General Assembly, 

many Heads of delegations devoted particular importance to problems of 

disarmament. That priority is the fruit of a prowin~ awareness on the part of the 

public and of Governments of Member States. There has been some a~onizin~ self

questioning going on in various quarters about where the development and improvement 

of arms, which are ever more sophisticated, will lead in the end. 

The provisions of the United Nations Charter on this subject are disre~arded 

but there are many countries which today genuinely and honestly want to see 

an effective halt to the arms race. Non-aligned countries succeeded at 

the thirty-first session of the United Nations General Assembly in securing 

adoption of resolution 31/189 B which provides for the convening in May ~nd June 1978 

of a special session of the General Assembly devoted to the question of disarmament. 

This is a new move which will undoubtedly make possible the early convening 

of a world conference on disarmament. My Government is grateful to the members 

of the Preparatory Committee for their work. 

But we have no allusions about the initial results of that special session 

of the General Assembly. However, we have the right to expect from its "'\mrk 

certain positive definitions with regard to the sta,.cres and, particul::1rly, 

the time-table of the progressive reduction of nuclear arsenals, assuming that the 

good faith which has been expressed actually does move from the level of intention 

to that of pr,_ctice. My deleP"~:ttion has no doubt wh::.tsoever about the 

wish of the Soviet Union to arrive at::. treaty on that subject~ there are many 

indications of that. As for the North Atlantic Treaty Or~anization countries, 

however, we cannot expect any major concessions because the system in which they are 

confined makes virtual prisoners of them. 
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However that may be, my Government will work steadfastly towards that 

goal which is, first, the cessc.tion of the arms Tace by the great, 

medium-sized and small nuclear Powers; secondly, the reduction of 

nuclear arms; thirdly, the destruction of all arsenals of nuclear and chemical 

vreapons; fourthly, the control by the International Atomic Energy Agency over 

all the arrangements mentioned above; and, fifthly, the reduction of military 

budpets. 
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The special session devoted to disarmament problems should not be allowed to 

cet bogged down and should not be allowed to lose its point, as has been the case 

with the last two special sessions devoted to the new international economic order. 

One of the difficulties which my delegation would like to raise is the diabolical 

obstinacy of the NATO countries, which in 1978 will be accumulating other means 

of destruction by acquiring and perfecting the neutron bomb. This is an additional 

difficulty, and is an indication of the scorn for our Organization on the part of 

certain Member States, which have been trampling relevant resolutions under foot 

with impunity and have been behaving really irresponsibly. The Soviet Foreign 

Minister, Andrei Gromyko, stressed with regret the fact that the other party had 

called into question a substantial part of the Vladivostok agreements in his 

statement of 27 September 1977 to the General Assembly: 

"Yet subsequently much of what was agreed upon has been called into question -

not by us. 

nv.lhat is the reason for this? The reason is clear. 1•lhat is involved 

here above all is the decision of the United States to begin deploying a new 

type of strategic weapon, the so-called cruise missiles. Thus yet another 

channel has been opened for the strategic arms race and of course it would 

be naive to think that the other side would be a passive onlooker. 11 

(A/32/PV.S, p. 71) 

The Government of my country would like to see that the Vladivostok agreements 

are fully respected and that in the final analysis international security should be 

consolidated for the good of the whole of mankind. We are pleased to note the 

Soviet-American agreements and the Soviet-French agreements on the prevention of 

the accidental outbreak of nuclear war. However, there still remains a great deal 

to be done on the part of all the nuclear Powers. 

My delegation considers that the Soviet Union and the United States should 

continue and increase their efforts to reduce their present differences with a view 

to concluding a second series of SALT agreements. 

Since 24 November 1961 the General Assembly, in resolution 1652 (XVI) called 

upon all States to consider and respect the continent of Africa, including the 

States of the continent and all the island territories connected to Africa, 
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as a denuclearized zone. General Assembly resolutions 2033 (XX) of 3 Decer,,ber 1965, 

3261 E (XXIX) of 2 December 1974, 3471 (XXX) of ll December 1975 and 31/69 of 

10 December 1976 vigorously reaffirm these provisions. But unfortunately since 

1961 South Africa has acquired the information, technology and the equipJ:ent 

necessary for the manufacture of nuclear "rear-ons, of course with the COY'rrlicity of 

the ~>!estern Po-;.rers. 

'·!ere it not for the vie;ilance of the Soviet Union at the bep-innin0 of fuc-ust 

this year world public opinion would never have been alerted to the imminent 

eX1Jlosion of an atomic bo'11b by the racist rer:ime of Pretoria ln the Ke>lahari oesert. 

'That is vrhy, throue;h our Foreir:n Hinister, the Government and people of the Con{'"o, 

on 27 September 1977, ln the course of the reneral debate, pointed an accusln.'" 

f'i Jger at the western Powers lvho actively assisted South Africa in acquirinp; its 

nuclear potential. 

Once ae:ai n the Soviet Union demonstrated that it was the true friend of the 

African peop_l_es, and not the reactionary forces which rovern the ~TA'I'O countries, 

who shmr their profound scorn for the destiny of Africa as a \vhole by satisfying 

and supporting the demands for an increased military potential on the pe>Tt of the 

Pretoria racists. 

Proof of this was provided recently by the ne,r;ative vote of the five 

representatives of J'TATO in the Security Council, three permanent meTnbers of vrhich 

used their veto on l1onday) 31 October 1977 1-ri th rec-ard to the embarr;o on all forms 

of arms for South Africa. It is a sharneful thing to swim arrainst the current of 

history. 

Africa must more than ever redouble its vigilance in order to defeat the 

procrastination of the :!estern Powers in the face of the machinations of Pretoria. 

The security of the African peoples is today seriously threatened. It 'wuld not 

be surprisinr;, if tomorrow the NATO Powers were to nerfect their most recent a.nd 

mcst deadly discovery, the neutron bornb, to learn that the South .i\.frican racists 

have also acquired this weapon. 'That is why my Government appeals to the common 

sense and sense of remorse of Festern leaders to prevent the irreparable. 

The wastage, through the enormous expenditure occasioned by the arms race, 

of resources vrhich should have made r:-ossible the harmonious development of the 

Members of our Organization is becoming intolerable. Indeed, to devote 
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~;;350 billion exclusively to military purposes in 1976 shows that the economic and 

social development advocated by the United Nations remains a dream. 

Yet in stating in 1969 that the decade be~inning in 1970 would be a 

disarmament decade and the decade of the social and economic development of the 

countries of our planet, the United Nations meant that military budgets would 

be gradually reduced for the benefit of the well-being of the peoples of the 

world. A medium-sized Hestern European Power is going to triple its military 

co-operation budget - one could even say an armed intervention budget - in Africa 

in 1978. Its parliament is debating this question at the present time. That is a 

retrograde development. It would have been better advised to triple its budget for 

economic co~operation by adding to that budget the money earmarked for armaments. 

'I'hus its intervention ln the economic and social development of Africa would have 

contributed to meeting food requirements and improving housing and highway building 

ln that continent. 

My delegation considers that the problem of economic development is linked to 

that of general disarmament. So long as nations have occasion to distrust each 

other the arms race will remain with us, something which diverts the attention of 

Governments from their primary concerc, lvhich is to ensure the economic and 

social development of their peoples. 

My Government hopes that political determination will not be lacking at the 

forthcoming special session, which will be devoted to disarmament in May-June 1978 

for the good of the whole of mankind. 

The CHAIRMAN: I have no more speakers on my list for this afternoon but 

the delegation of Finland has asked to speak in exercise of its right of reply. 

I call on Ambassador Pastinen. 

Mr. PASTINEN (Finland): If I have asked to speak in the exercise of ':'lY 

right of reply under the appropriate rule of procedure, I have not done sc in tr1e 

polemical sense in which the right of reply is sometimes used, but rather ln a 

constructive sense in order to provide a response to our colleague, the 

representative of Pakistan, with reference to a statement that he made last Monday. 
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On Honday, the representative of Pal;:istan made a statement in which he was 

p;ood enough to refer both to my person as >rell as to the draft resolution -vrhich 

bears the number A/C.l/32/L.3 submitted by the Finnish delegation under agenda item 

51. I shall address J,JYself to the latter point, uhich is at issue in this 

Committee. 

Let me say first that I sincerely 1-relcome the remarks of the reiJreseEtative 

of Pal::istan. I -vrelcome them first of all becEmse of the seriousness vrith uhich 

the delec;ation of Pal;.istan has studied our draft resolution. This seriousness in 

fact reflects the concern for -tl1e proliferation of nuclear vreapons 1-rhich ~ in the 

vords of the representative of Pah:istan - his delegation shares uith P'Y deler:ation. 

\Je knou that this is a lonr·-standing position of the delee.;ation of Pakistan, and 

vre appreciate it as such. 
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It is in that spirit 9 then 9 that I feel that my dele~~ation owes the 

rq~resentntive of Paldstan the clarifications '1-rhich he is seeking both on 

the c;eneral ~urpose of the draft resolution presented by Finland and on 

cert:::dn spechnic formulations in it. J_,et He say, hmrever, that our text 

should at this !_!oint be considered a vrorkinc; paper rather th<:m a draft 

resolution in the classic seDse, He l~ave leen receiving and 

are continuinG to receive valuable suc;r:;estions from a c:reat number of delegations. 

They ilill be 9.deq_u2,tely reflected in a revised version or versions of our 

draft resolution. 

I uelcone this o~portunity to clci cify the position of the Finnish 

dele,sation all the 111.ore because, obviously, the question of nuclear proliferation 

countries renresented in this Comraittee _, and in fact by the international 

comnunity as a ~ri1::le< That has been reflected in ~ractically all the 

statements m:::cde so far ln this C01~mli ttee. 

The nost topical 2.nd alar!llinc.; exar:1ple of tllat concern has been expressed 

by the African representatives and : i1r::: ,~e;_~~rec;en·l:c,-!:ivr::s of Suoar,_, Senec;al_, Ghana and 

a T'wre ~raphic example of the evil of the ~roliferation of nuclear lveapons and 

the d:=mgers uhich it involves. This is the dan::;er vhich my delee;ation for 

its part has tried to combat by assuming an active role in promoting the 

non~proliferation Treaty ever since 1968. This is the danger vrhich our present 

effort also tries to co1•1bat. For our part ue refuse to believe that it is too 

late. And even if it vere, the international community cannot afford to gc, by 

1xl:most to sto1) tllis evil from spreading. Vertical proliferation is evil 

it shoulo_ not be compounded by the evil of horizontal proliferation. 

This is tl'.e reality of the danc;er; and that dancer is not diminishing, 

it is increasinc;. I am sure that He all ae:;ree the.t every possible effort should 

be made to stop it. The question reaains hovr. 
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To us the reply is straichtforlmrd. T!t:; thin:h: thnt the nonc•proliferation 

Treaty renains the best instrument for the pur:nose. The ovenrhel:rrlinc; ma,jori ty of 

the international communi t;'/ think like"rise. Thc,t is ivhy they have beco:n1e 

pe.rties to the Treaty. Another instance of this is the announcement nacl.e 

by the representative of Indonesia in his state.ilenc:; this e,fternoon that his 

Government has submitted the non-prolifere,tion Treaty for ratification .. 

an announcement which "re warmly Helcome. There are others vrho thinl<: otherwise. 

But if they do, certainly it would be reasonable to exnect that they 1muld 

shm-r us the means by which cur aim can be better e,cconmlished. 

The representative of Pakistan spoke mainly about the concern of ~;mny 

developing countries e,bout access tc, peaceful uses of nucle&r ecer2:y. 

That is a concern vrhich my delegation fully shares vrith the Paldstan e"nd~ 

I believe 9 many other delegations~ and it is reflected in our draft resolution. 

IIy dele::;ation reco:;nizes the right of all countries - both industrialized 

and developing - to use nuclear energy for their social and econoHic develoJ..Ylent. 

Indeed, the exercise of this right should be facilitated by joint efforts. 

That is the spirit and the letter of article IV of the non-proliferation Treaty, 

In our vie1v, there is nothing irreconcilable betueen tbe policy of 

non~:r;rolii.'eration and an intensified use of peaceful nuclear enerc;y. On the 

contrary, we see them as complementary not as con cradictLn'y aims. 

He fully agree vrith the representative of Pakistan concerninc; his 

assessment of the ric;ht of non-nuclear-weapon countries to mal<::e peaceful use of 

nuclear enerc;y in the lic;ht of the Statute of the International Atm1ic I:nergy 

Agency (IAEA) and the non-proliferation Treaty. Indeed, as he stated, there 

is a clear balance in those docw,wnts bet-vreen the provisions for the pr<:NJtion of 

thP. :peaceful use -Jf nuclear energy in non··nuclear-veapon States and a COl.iJtilittJ:ent 

not to divert nuclear technoloc;y to military purposes. Also, as he said, the 

IA~A Statute assures the developinc; countries of special consideration for their 

needs. ~hose needs are strongly emphasized in draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.3, 

l·rhich, in its operative part, calls for an essential increase of the technical 

assistance given by the IAEJ\ to the developing areas of the vJOrldJ 11ithin an 

effective and comprehensive safeguards system. 
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Accordin:; to tl:e TeJ:-JrC"sents.tive of Pal:istan, a :;re;o:ise of the Finnish draft 

l'E:Sc•lu:~ i,-,, iE' J in ills U·-·rds ~· 11 thc:•.t tlle spread and developt:Jent of nucle&r energy 

~.r.:,ulcl lc.:: iJ.etl·imr=:;·l.··'_ -L:·:, tile goal c>f non-proliferc:tic~n". (J::./C.l/)2/FV.lr(, p . .28) 

In no uay is th2.t cc :·;l·e·•'i se of our dre.ft resolution, and vre believe that ThE: draft 

11:al;:es t:O.is :)_,lply cle2.r, 1.Te c~o think, hoi·rever, th2~t uithout adeo_uate safeguards 

th2 S:'_=':>."eao of nuclee.r enerc;y is i·,c.<.eed detriL ent3l to the 2·oal of non-

:,_:,roliferatiun. 11hat is vhy \Te vieu non-prolifer2.tio11 safeguards as a positive, 

indispt::ns:.:ble elenent in international nuclear co~operation. ':!:'he role of 

ss.fe:.:;ue.r·.cs is) to our :lind? to facilitate, not to ha.mper, access to nuclear 

teclmoloc;y. The fo.cc; iE'. -chat difficulties ifl the vay of i11tensified internetional 

co oneration in the pr.:;G.ceful uses of nuclear ener.::y stem from a fear -

2nd o. .JuStlfied fear ·· of nuclear proliferation. 0fl.ce thfl.t fear can be 

dispelled - either by oo.~inc; the non--proliferation Treaty universal or, 

failin:: that, by other reasonable assurances a:::;ainst proliferation of nuclear 

i·Teapons; SUCh as full cycle Sc\fec;uards c· these proble1'1.S shoulcl. disapl)ear, 

That is in fact the l:l.ain thrust of our draft resolution and, roore particularly, 

of its operative llaragraph G. 

As to the concept of effective non--proliferation restraints in connexioD 

Hith the export nolicies of nuclear supplier States, our position is 

straic,htforvrard and simple: effective non-proliferation restraints imply 

ne:mbersl1ip of the non--proliferation Treaty or the application of safecuards 

at least as colill)rehensive as those req_uirecl by the non~:r_:Jrolifer2.tion Treaty. 
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The representative of Pakistan pointed out that the stated objective of the 

Fi~nish draft resolution is to prevent any further - and I repeat the word 

"further" - proliferation of nuclear "1-leapons and he justifiably raised the questiun 

what stage of proliferation the phrasing refers to. The word "further" used in our 

text is not meant to legitimize the acquisition of nuclear explosives by any 

country. The 1vord "furtheru could be omitted altogether. The objective of the 

draft resolution is to prevent any - I rereat, any - proliferation of nuclear 

ex:plosives. 

My Pakistani colleague went on to say that in the draft particular concern 

is expressed about proliferation taking place in areas of the world where the 

maintenance of international peace and security are already endangered. Certainly 

that is the language of the third paragraph of the preamble to our text. But 

our approach, and the approach reflected clearly in the draft resolution, is a 

global one: any proliferation anywhere poses a threat to the security of the 

international community as a whole. That is expressed, Tile believe, with 

sufficient clarity in the second paragraph of the preamble. The perception of 

the particular danger of proliferation in areas of conflict should be an 

additional impetus to the international community to tackle proliferation. Need 

I repeat my point about South Africa? 

To our mind, the reference in the draft to the security of non-nuclear-weapon 

States is more than "perfunctory", the word that the representative of Paldstan 

usei. The objective of strengthening the security of such States is clearly and 

emphatically stated in the operative part of the draft. \,Je are aware of Pakistan's 

interest and activity in this matter. My delegation endorsed the goals expressed 

in the draft resolution which was introduced by Pakistan at last year's Assembly 

ses.sion and which became resolution 31/189 C_; we therefore voted in favour of that 

resolution. Furthermore, to our mind, draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.3 clearly spells 

out the obligations of the nuclear-weapon States to reverse the nuclear arms race 

and bring about nuclear disarmament; it goes into considerable detail about that 

particular obligation. 

As in our view the adoption of a system of safeguards is intended to 

facilitate the peaceful uses of nuclear technology rather than hamper them, we 

cannot agree with the view presented in the statement of my Pakistani colleague 
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that th~ adoption of our draft 11ould give international sanction t'J the ~oercive 

and restricti·,ce approach unilaterally adopt:::d by scm':: of the supplier States 

(A/C.l/32/FV.l7, p. 29-30'. On the contrary, the draft resolution purports to 

eliminate the fea1· of proliferation and thereby increase international nuclear 

co-or-e::ration. Further, it is recognized in the draft that common efforts are 

ncced"::d bet1 Jeen SLlppliers and recipi"::nts to reach mutually satisfactory 

arrcmgem:::nts for the adequate supply of nucl2ar fu2ls and other materials and 

facilities for the implementation and operation of national nuclear energy 

prograMoes. In this perspective, w::: also regard the aims of the draft resolution 

as fully consonant with the aims of the recently launched international nuclear 

fuel cycle evaluatio~ programme. 

The renresenta~ive of Pakistan drew our attention to a terminological 

impr·ecisic.n in the draft resolution. He referred to the varying usage of phrases 

denoting the concept of complete nuclear fuel cycle safeguards (ibid., p. 28). 

His remarks are very much to the point. ~e have already taken note of his 

comments and vill be revising the text to include more uniform and unambiguous 

language on that point. 

In conclusion, my delegation is most grateful for the useful comments made 

by th2 representative of Pakistan, as well as for this opportunity his statement 

has offered to us to clarify our position and thinking. While we believe that 

the draft resolution that my delegation has presented to this Ccmmittee reflects 

the vie>1s and intercosts of an ovenvhelming majority of the General Assembly, 11e 

are prepared to d~vclop the draft further in co-operation with other del~gations. 

'I'he CHAIRMAN: As the representative of Finland has indicated, 

his statement was really on a point of clarification rather than a statement in 

exercise of his right of reply. But even had I be2n informed of >;lhat 1,1as to be 

said, I 1wulcl have called on him, because it 11as a useful clarification. 
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Mr.~KHUN_! (Paldstan): I too do not consider the stEJtement that I am 

about to make as a statement in exercise of my right of reply to what ~e have just 

heard Ambasiador Pastinen say. It is not a subject indeed on which there need be 

any polemics or even argument betw:;en our t1w delegations. 

I listened with great attention to Ambassador Pastinen 1 s observations on the 

stote1nent 1nade her::: the other day by the Pskist8n d::l:::eation. -Je are ~r1·oteful 

to J,ml:Jassador Pastinen for the promptness "l·li th l·lhich he has res r.· the 

concerns ~xpressed by my delegation - indeed the concern - were felt not oy my 

dc::legction !:'llone but by many others. 

My d2l~gation shares and has ab1ays shared the concern of the Finnish 

delc:gation all'l of the group to "~·7hich he: belongs - indeed of the: vast majority 

of the mc::mly;r:::; of the international community - at the danger of mlclear 

iferation in all its aspects and manifestations. As Ambassador Pastinen W8S 

geed enough to note, from the beginning Pakistan has been actively engaged in 

fjx1<l i: 'f" '78.YS and means of dealing 11i th this problem in a "\7orld in vJhich vertical 

prolit\C'r·ati~'Il continues unabated and has indeed intensified; horizontal 

proliferation may well have taken place since the signing of the Non-Proliferation 

Trenty. Ar,JL>assador Pastinen himself referred to the case of South Africa. 'I'hat 

is dramatic evidence of th:o reality v?ithin Vlhich "I·Je have to op2rate. And South 

Africa is probably only one of the countries whose nuclear programmes are causing 

doubt and conc2rn in 8 "llorld in lrJhich nev2rtheless the needs of energy for 

2conornic aml social development, particularly of the developing countries, cannot 

take place without recourse to nuclear energy, at least in the foreseeable future. 

The danger inherc:nt in nuclear energy can be controlled. Unfortunately, 

the consensus vlhich has existed on this matter for the last 10 or 2C' years seems 

to h2 in danger of being dissipated by some recent moves and trends. ~.Jc; 112re 

thc::cefore gratific::d to heer that the delegation of Finland is not una1·1are of 

the:3e negative tendencies, and_ ~hat the draft submitted by it is not designed to 

further th? coercive and restrictive policies vlhich are being advocated in some 

qua cters. 
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We are also glad to hear that the Finnish delegation is revising its draft 

and is prepared to develop it further in co-operation with other delegations. 

At this stage, therefore, I shall not enter further into the substance of the 

matter. From the statement that we have heard from the Permanent Representative 

of Finland, it wutld seem that our positions are nCJt as far apart as the draft 

would indicate. 

In the same spirit, my delegation has prepared some amendments to the draft 

resolution contained in document A/C.l/32/1.3. \Ye propose to circulate those 

amendments informally at this stage for comments. I hope that through 

consultations it ·11ill be possible to find a mutually satisfactory way of dealing 

with the subject durins the current session. 

The CHAIRMAN: I think that at this stage of our deliberations it 

was useful to have this exchange of views on this subject, though when we come 

to consider the draft resolutions the Committee will have ample time to discuss 

details. 

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m. 


